ABSTRACT. It is a well-known theorem of R. S. We denote the finite operations on a Boolean algebra A by +, -, and -, 
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Since (p ((x \n £ <y)) -a = x for every m £ u>, (p is one-one.
Returning to the proof of the theorem, suppose a< a and that a is the least cardinal providing a counterexample. By (c), 2 ° < a . Let / = {a £ A \ card a < a\. There is some k £ oASOi s.t. card C = 2k and some disjointed sequence (a.\j < k) in A\/. We may assume that X. ,«.= 1. There is some j < k s.t. To prove the theorem, let n = (n . \i £ I) £ a> be given s.t. c(n) > K .
By Lemma 1, we may assume 2<n. fot every i £ I. Define, for i £ I,
y. = 2 ' where 4. e cu and 2 z < 72. < 2 ¿ . Proof. If A is finite, A is complete. So, let A be infinite. Thus, card A = 2 ° = X.. Put A = {«Ja < X,!. Let F be the free Boolean algebra on X, free generators and let B be F , the MacNeille completion of F.
Since card B = 2 °= Kj, put B = {bja < Kj Î. We construct a sequence (pa\a < X,) of homomorphisms from subalgebras of B to A s. 
